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Introduction

For almost ten years, the 6epartment of Health,

`Education; and Welfare has 'been encouraging the use of

teleco\mmunications techtologies ag s way of improving the

quality ank redicing the costs of human services delivery.. *

Demonstration projects have been funded utilizing. such

a

technologies as video tape recoOprs, brosdcast television

(both commericial and public), ,cable te vision, ,innovative'

telephone services, teletype, copputers'and more recently,
/

-satellites, in the fields 'of medicine vocational

rehabilitation, and education. i extensive body of

literature has been compiled des ibing these experiments, and

considerable enthu lam has been expressed abdut the potential

of telecpmmunicat ops .technologies to improve, human

services delive y. The record of adoption has been

disappointing'./

It is not entirely clear just why this spotty

adoption record exstst Many hygbtheses can be posed, including

the relati* immaturity of the technology, the need fo'r

technicians and engineers to assist, practitioners in the

operation of the system; the inability to quantify benefits

a ccruing
f'
from the use of the technology, the ,high costs .,y
- .

4

assorted with,the.technology, and the inappropriate matching.

of tech ology ,to, needs, i.e:, a solution looking for S
,

e

...problem- In additionthere are, attitudinal obstacles. finnan,

ce practitioners /mind it difficult tq adopt practices ,,,

,

t
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that run counter to their training, even. if\. those practices

have' promise for improving their effectiveness.

Under a grant froM the, RehabMitatioft Services
=

Administration (MAO of DHEW, research is underway to assess the

barri rs to the utilization of telecommuniqati-on adoption by

cations' Rehabilitation agencies.: SA's interest in

mmunications stems from the Rehabilitati,on. Act of 1974,

stresses the importance of'utiliting new technology as a

way 'of increasing the level of services ,for the same dollar or

'decreasing the cost of present _services to, the vocationally

*handicapped.. Further, the Act requires that priority be given to

Aar

the severely disabled.
.

. .

As a result, funding has been made available td _lis2N,
.

1 dr, .

to 'experiment wit!' new technologies and, in particular,
.

I.

elecommukications technologiesv Telegommunications appears

1f -

,

attra ive for. meeting . the "priority needs of rehabikiation

agencies, , servicing the severely disabled and training the

_rehabilitation staff. Often trapped in 'the, home Ind unable to

move freely,*the severely disabled can, via a telecommunications

link, learn a skill; and perforeika renumerative job,

suchas, computer proglaMmin4 from the home via-A

. computer- communication links. This additional emphasis on

re severely disabled has increased the, need for informing

4
rehabiiitation geisopnel of new service techniques, which cou d

"A
acComplished via telecommunications,. television networks

'4-or video tapes. f
.
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The field of vocational rehabilitation as a- target

for the examination ,of barriers to innovation is an especially

rich one. There are few human services deliVery agencies w ere

innovations are adopted with such rapidity and faelabilit as the
c-.

is
;VR agencies, Artifical limbs and organs, ipnovatiye designs for

chairs, furniture and other devices 'are relatively sy and

quickly, adopted.. Recently, -a natronal program to reduce

architectural barriers to the disabled has been impleme ted, and

in every city there are curbs eing.designed.into ramPs.-

Yet, despite efforts to introdte- they

telecommunications ,tectrologies, little progress is apparent

except for a handful 'ounique applicatio/n. 'The Talking Book-
f

,/,,

for the';glind, `now delivered*by special radio frequencies, and
l ,.. .

the. increasing use of captioned television for the

hearing-disabled are two rimary:examPles of recently adopted

innovations.

., %
While this research.has/byh focused on barriers -to the

adoption of the telecoMmunicationAtechnologies in the Vocational
,

.' i 44'.
, .

Rehabilitation field, findings' m4re widely relevant .to the

adoption of telecommunications are emerging. -The purpose of
- - .

this' paper ----a report of research progress --, i-s to review the
,, ,

.
.

todel found., most useful /for the analysii of the barriers
,

r

to the acloptOn of telecommunications technologies,-

independent 'of application. "Several significant. findings
-

,

are given which we ,believe are relevant to the broader

issue roffovercoming.ha iers to the adoption, generally, of the

telecom icatioris titethhologLes.

4.
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The. barriers to the adoption' of telecommunications

technology for thd delivery of human services may best be viewed
_ -

from the perspective of innovation theory. Traditionally,

inhovati* has been defined as thd firit'or parly use of an idea

byond of wset of' organizations with sinftlar goals" (14cker and

Whisler, 1967). However; this narrow definition.does not 'provide

an effective framework for this analysis, because .(1) many of the

telecommunications technologies have been available for several

years, (2) a variety-of social applications have been broadly

discussed (e.g., in the Sloah (Commission. Report, 1971), and
, ,

(3),a divetsity of demonstrations have been undertaken.

A more appropriate approach is to assume the broader

definition of Zaltman et (1973) , who describe an
wilLk

innovation as "any idea, practice, .or, vterial artifact perceived

to be new by the relevan't unit of adoption" (p. 10). The fact

that a ,similar
.

application had been ddMonstrated elsewhere does

not detract from its perceived "newness" and impact upon the .

operation ofa potential adopting unit. "If the idea seems new

and different to the individual' I(or organiz ), it is

an innovation" (Rogersand Shoemaker, 1971, p. 19)-e

The adipption of an innovation is more complex: 'than an
,

"all-or=nothing event ", although many studies have treated it in
4c .

this dichotomdUs'mAnner (Calsyn,'Tornatzky and Dittmar, 19760,

Innovatioh is a stepwise proceSs of increasing. committment over
A

time by the adopting _unit. This prodess. is neither

4 A

, 1,1
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unidirectional nor inevitable, As an innovation progresses

through the Stages if testing, installation (connecting the

innovation to the ongoing 'strudturd of adtivities of the,

organization) ; and institutionalization (identifying the

innovation as an integral elements of 'the: organization's

openations), many obstacljs are .:confronted which require

decisions of continuation, regression, ,c5r rejection.
.

We view adoption as a-continuum, varying along: ISimensions'
.t

of operational and financial incorporation, within a specified

period.. Operational incoxporatidn refers to the degree by which

an innovation' has been absorbed into the operation of the

organition, While financial incorporation refers to the degree
h

to which the adopting 'unit has assumed full' financial
.

..
.

responsibility 'for the operation of the innovation. Both of

. these dimenSions are weighted .according to the amo4rit,of time
.

.

ddring which the unit has-been in the adoetion process.

This project is attempting-to analyze this process and

identify thq barriers to the adoption of telecommunications by

_means .of a rather simple conceptual framework.(as illustrated'in'

Pigurel ). The operational needs within a humeri service

ncy may be matched with 'technological delivery

possibilities which could create an oppottunitir, for an innovative
r

.

application. Implemetltation , of this,appj.iCation within an
.

swe organization requires and agent of change to servl as a

catalyst in a Conducive organizational setting.

This framework hypothesizes that adoption is mediated by

the attributes .or' these five elements.' As"summarized in such

, - 7
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BARRIERS TO ADOPTION OFITELECNINNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES

FUNCTIONAL' NEE)hS

I POLICY/PLANNING

ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES

11 STAFF TRAINING

CLI\ENT SERVICES

,)

its

irOCAT IONRE :
ORGAN I ZAT I ON

0,,SUPPORT/CRED IBILI TY/
STATUS

8 ORGANIZATIONAL
STRICTURE

KNOWLEDGEOF THE'.
kNNOVATION

EXTERNAL
ACCOUNTABILITY

I

ADOPTION:PROCESS

INTRINSIC
_

CHARACTERI1TICS

1, STATUS OF KNOWLEDGE

TRIALABILITY
VALUE ATTRIBUTE

4. COMPLEXITY.
5; COMMUNICABILITY

AUTON4MY OF OPERATION
REGULATION

APPLICATION
r

0 EXTRENSIC
CHARACTERISTICS

1. RELEVANCE
2. .COMPATIBILITY
3. RELATIVE

ADVANTAGE

FIGURE 1
I ,
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sources as Rogers and Shoemaker (1971), Havelock (1971),"Lin and
-, r

$ ik. a

Zaltman
or

(1973), and HIM, .(1976), #.1reNtioUs literature has
. %

. k
idenlified

.
that certain needs,' technologis andrapplications with

. .

certain charcteristi -certain types bf. change agents, and

settings' with certain orgatiization qualities are more condUcive

for the adoption' of innovation than 4hers. 1For "examples

innovations involv.ing- client-related practices are, more
tr-

associated . with successful adoption' than are changes
1

in intraorganizatiOnal processes (Yin et *al., 1976): ..
.

. \

Innovations thrive in organizations characterized by -high

diversity,, staff participation,. external lccountabili, y,* and
)

slack resourw ces, and low centralization and 'formalization. Since

this paper deals) with the barriers to the' adoption of

telecoMmunicatiOns technologies., emphasis will be placed upon thP
r

techological and application qlementi of the model.

TECHNOLOGY. Inherent witlin each- teclhnology are

specific characteristics which have' been found to be 'reloated to

the ree of innovation adoption. The characeeristics on which

is analysis will focus includes (1) status of, knowledge and

engineering, (2) value attribute,s, (3) .trialability, (4)

complexity, (5) cdmmunicability, (6), regulation, and 4 autonomy

of operation., The valuation of a).techno146 along these
,

dimtnsions is based on the. subjective perceptions of the

potential adopters, which serve as their "reality" for decision-
, *

making. In a study of six new products, Ostlund (1969) found

that the perceptions of a peoduct.'s attributes predicted.

r-
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innoVativeness* to' a greater degree than all, of, the
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predispostiohal variables, e.g. venturesomeness,- social

'integration, cosmopolitianism, and demographic and

socio-economic variables. These dimensions are defined as:
O,

f'

1. :Status of knowledge and engineering -r the perception of

\_poteniial adopters to the state of the art of the.technology in

terms of reliability, -durability, .precisionl. size, cost.

Potential- adopters are , hestitant to invest resources in

technologies that are still in a developmental 'Stage, In a

Study of technblogy transferAk the 4enver .Researetl Instit4te,

(1970) observed that potential adopters displayed greater
.

interest in the more mature technologlesthan in the relati*ly

new.technoiggiee.

ti

- 4
.

aValue ttribute? -- tJe attitude of potential adopters to the
A

i technology regardless of application. Individuals possess
r

..

e

stereptypiCal attitudes regarding, technologies, such as the

public's general' fd,ar of cpmputerst. In a study. of attitudes
1

(Kirscht1 and Knutson, 1961), individual's oRiniens.reqarding

flOurdat,ion were found to be'relateeto their attitudes towards

science. Attitude towards particular innovations are established

'within the boundaries of more general frames of reference, such

as technology, and science. ti

. . 00 'I*
Trialabi'lity thre ability to incrementally increase

committment to'an innovatiolor retgrn,to the status quo with

little difficulty. A gradual progression through the, adoption

X11
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`processi.;permi.'tS), the minimizAtion of risks within, a situation,
. ,, ,, -

`. of uncertaintyl, la ;concern. -of 'prime\ importance to Orly adopter
..

.. -- $ . -. . ,. ,, , .

of
,.
An,, innOvation.'. This variable combines, the concepts of .,'

. : 4%, 1, . .

. the `itibie :,,k.K aiii t-,:a.1 Err !as: of 'Tr eye r'sib i- 1 i ty.'' and
,*,.._, , .

Le
' 7,:iivi'sibility1^, which are related.' .In a va riety of contexts,' -I.

innovations that allbw trial on' a 'limited basis were more readily,
i.. / , .

diffused and adopted (,Ryan, 1948; Polgar,* 1963; Mansfield,. -,- . __,..

1

1961, Katz, .1964; and Lippitt and HaN.i.e],00k, 1968) ..-
.

Ak,
- .

%

4. Compitxity -- the number' of components of the tephnolegy, the.
.

behaviors and 4114Jkil 1 necessary to be lea'r,ded for ...itS10
2./..... 9k

Si . ivsuccessful ,opeia on, arrd the Orocedtti es require& for effective
Ns' 4

. 1 matairsienance. It has generally been found that complexity is
. (. -inverserY related to adoption. FLi'egel and X iudin (1966j' have4

t,

found negative correlations between complexity and adoption of

farm innovations,-. while .U,tterback (197:4) found similar results,
.

*-rsgarding industrial innovations.
. t.

a Mir

,5': Communicabili -r the ability of "potentiaers to,
?- -. . .-, .

observe deqtonstrati h.q gf thEntechnology and the visibility of
, , - ..the results. Technologies that allbw potential use-rs'''to gain

.
. .

personal. exper ience with the appl.yation are more 'ilkely to be
a . ,' N ') .

adopted, since , rislw associated with the innoyation can be
.c, ..

,+` reduced. This has -been supported . by Glaser and Ro.0 . (19,71) .
. 1 ,=-,

within ,t1ie context of 'socialservice program and Czepial (1972)
.

.within the steel indu4ry. Moreo'ver, Feller (197.4) .found that
decision rp.akerS prefer, innovations with high

.

I
12
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6. Autt*omyof operation -- the ability of a single
. ,

`'organikationaI unit to operate the tectmologyl As a ;esult 'of
thep eobleMs'- encountered when organizations ' Aare resources,

adopters' would more . likely (-prefer those innkvations"in which

't'heir unit maifftains operation4 'control.. This variable' is2
,..

Sirglar to the Concept 'bf p'ervasiveness of the .innovation, :or the
4 .

.
. ;degree. to whtich implementation f an innovation .regui,res

adjustdenks in other 'organ units. . Both Menzel (l9-60i
)

. 1
. , . . ..,and aarpett (1953) point out thati.the involvement-of other units

., t _ . . . , '". .,ten ds te act, ag a peative force in the adoption of innovation.
- . . lt.. . ,

i

7, 'Rejulatio.n -- the I degr.ee44.by which operatipnal constraints may.

be imposed by ,govevtraentel,, consumer, and "indu'strial groups.

This 'variable, has rarely been discussed in We inriQyat oa. iikr*
literature becauN 'molt: innovations are' not subject to such
restriction: It is hypo thesized .that adoption wild be -feskilf

.likely in .those situations-, Er 'which potential user's

irerceiye the spOgsibility of "red-t\alpe".

,
APPLICATION:

)
The\matching. of a- function with

technology 'creates the innovat-iy.e application, and
. ,

characteristics' associated with such an application have been
. .

shown to influeAce the, innovation pr'ocegr. These factors include
( l) relevance, . (2.) compatibtlity,. and (3) relative adventage.'--

Similar to the intrinsi6. atactpristics of the ttechnology:,'
,

adoption is moot affected by the subjective views of :potential
. ,

,users pf The'se dimensions may be defined as

f0416/VIS

R
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, 1. Relevance.--,the degree to which the application. fulfills a

need. Adoption is most, likely to Occur if, potential users

-

perceive the application as, alleviating, some .problem or

4"performance gap". Holloman' (196'6), commented that "most

technological change, most innovation; most invention and most
-k, F

diffusion of .technology are stimulated by demand." In thpir

stUgy of 567 innovations, Myers and Marquis 11969).found that ,75

Ot the successful innovatkr.were'initiated As a direct response,.

t

clr to recognized Reed due to marktt or production factors, 45% as

-related to, market needs, and 30% as prompted by manufacturkng

..

needs. Only. 21% of the cases Were stimulated.by the recoghftion

of technical ppportuntty,

.

. 4.
2: COmpatibility -- the degree to which the application is

consistent with existing Values and past experiences. Material
,,

innovations, e.g:. tools;. .are more' easily 'adopted than non-,

.material innovations, 'e.g. processe or ideas'(Barnett, 1953).

Thio (1971)views this co ncept. as the "goodness of f wiit" th the
,

adottter's charac6ristics. In, regard to the transfef of NASA.

technology, Wriglet (1969) commented that "there was almost 8

-times as much interest motivated4y-the possibility of existing

-product or ppiocess`improvement.than wag motivated by the chance

of. acquiring completely new prOcesses and products."

3. .Relative advantage -- the benefits to cost ratio. derived

from the utilization of the application -as compared to other

alternatives. Innovations which are perceived to- be more

14

.,
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advantagedus than existing peactfces, or altern Ive courses of
0 ti

' action; will be more' readily adopted. Benefits and costs may be

finzanciai or psychological in nature, occur-ring on a shott-term

and long-term basis. Tulley (1960 IcomMeiited that . farm

innovation decisions were substantially influenced by perceived

relative advantage, while Coe and Barnhill (1967) ,described the
.

failure' of a new medical process as being the staff's percepqoh

that The improvements in efficiency did npt surpass the costs. of

the changeover:

. )olme 45reliminaryFindin9s

- At the mid-point of our research, we can 'speculate

,about, the future of,. telecommunications -technology for the

delivery of. human., Aservices. FigUr,e 2 summarizes our initial

review of telecommunications technolpgies, with the shadepl areas
4

indicating hypothesized barriers.

go This preliminary analysis finds

intrinsically, has the least numbei pf barriers, and out review
4

that radio,

of applications has shown that radio is also very much
1

Underutilized. the telephone is almost barrier free,
A

W1441 the knowledge _ and value, attribute barriers reflecting

limited knowledge of 'innovative uses, such as telegoeferencing

and tele-class.

While theZide-k)and, two-way capacity of cablt television
.

OtATV) has lead to great speculation of its potential,

44
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SUMMARY .

TECHNOLOGY BARRIERS

-TELECOM

LOGY

,

KNOWLEDGE VALUE ATTRIBUTE TRIALABILITY CMPLEXITY COMMUNICABILITY AUTONOMY REGULATREGULATION

......
(

. -

.

- A

. . .TVCA
.

,
.

.

, . .. .CCTV ;'
' .A

CcArrERs
. .: ..-

.
-

4 *

%

,

,

MICROWAVE - .
_

r, .

.

RADIO
i

. .

TELEPHONE ':,-T ,

. 4
TcLeTyPi

, -..

VIDEO-',.
-,- .

.

.PHItNE

.s.

'

...

--JAL-3 -.L...Lt., .
.

.
A

.

.
.,,

,

SATFLITE
., 5 ,,,--:. ry - c-....

os
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there are many barriers. to its utilization.

technical problems of providing, interactive services, Oable

Page 13

Besides _the

systeMs are not uniformly disripOled thro&ghoUt'the country and

tend not to be located in thOse areas with'a prdnounced need for

social services. Morepver, a cable system can not iDepartially °

. utilized, since two-way communications requires the installation

and maintenance of all amplifers between terminal locatiOns.
-

Much the same May be said of specialized c6mmon carrier point -to-

point microwave; all,the towers and necessary repeaters must, be

in place.

Time, itself, is a major barrier. Much of today's

itelecommunications techno logy has been more or Jess

generally available ;he past twenty years, Yet, the

; pe"eception ofipOW this echnology'.can be ,used, other than -for the

more obvious services, such as entertaihment and

personal /business telephone, is rather limited/. Dwyer 11970)

'comtents t doctors'. knowledge and attit es towards

.interactive television are litited to the assive and "ineptc
progrdmming model" of ordinar' televisiOnIn part this

limitation was due to the, cOmMunicaqon industry structure.

Broadcasting is. jn entertainment- based matket, with

very. little support for the non - entertainment uses of

broadcasting, while, the commaci darrierslhave limited competition

and't therefore, otfetlimited market push. Thus, specialized

small audience broadcasting d not develop because of the high

value and cost of the broadcast hannels, t With the advent of

.cable-!and.other distrihution moles channe s, the cost of channel

I
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,bcess can be reduced.' The public and the profiSsionals,'
1

.

- - /

: _,:bomever, still retain a mind -set that elevision,IS a' mass

i entertalnment 'medium, and, this ttitu 1.bairiers Must be

il'overcdMe..
/ . L--

I

'

le

,As foi the telephone, it is 'consi.der.ed, a device
is

1-.1imited ti) one -td e \oonvers tions. I Because ' of the/se .
.

limitatiorit,, many o the potentiai-ihn vatiops possible

have 'only recently een inlrodu ed.., D i e in .part' to the rising
. , q

cost :of transportation, eelel.o ferenci g is now becoming
1;

.

.'somewhat more widely used by ag ncies d livering human services.
, .4

.

As a' result, ,many of the_ tecihnical d ficiencies that exist in 0

most teleconferencing.networks are becoming known,anq regulatory :

author iti es.are beig.'pressured.tb,overc me them.

Cagle tele'vfsibn,.to be _success ullSr used, requ-ires a

-.Y
fy.qh penetration, i.e., subscribers p =r cable mile1,.of, social

.
.

.
-.4 service clienti.

..In time,' penetration will increase as e-oovers more of the,

urban centers in the country.

. Similarly, as satellites are adopted 1:), 'commercial
, .

terMdnalswilF be more widely distributed. T
1

e combination

'broadband, networks either via ca tical 'fibers

satellites will make low-cost h tilable to more

communities 'and, ,consequently o m re olients,needingtservices

dblivered to their bomes. ,-0

.Time is on= the, s Ae f the -tele6mmunications
/

technologies, judtga's time i on he -ide of kilyc new' .
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,
'4nnovation In time, the telecommunications ihfrastructu re

. -

will be more widely distributed and therefore more.accessible,to

more people, ,hence to more, potential clients of special

h1tan service .delivery needs. Furthermore, expansion of market
0 ' <

demand, will lead to increased investment in tech'n'ological

development, ,resulting not only in higher qualit3;,, but al.so in
.

lower costs.
g

Cost and the need to aggregate demand is a significant

barrier, limiting autonomy of operation; s. T14e high cost- of

.telecommunications services -requires, the'aggt.egating:of.service

demands among several agencies so that each. can pay a smaller
.

share of the total cost. the United States, this creates
. . . .

administrative problems 9f severe magnitude. Howver,,,'Current

communicaion policy trends point to a lowering of _the costs of
.

many communications services, which may reduce the- need

for aggre4aeing demand fdr services and making it more likely

that-individual agencies can maintain their 'Autonomy and purse

the required services themeseives.

. With -the IdweaCing of some coMmunications .coses, the

barrier ok,trialability might very well be reduced. With lower
. ,

,

costs, the .investment to innovate c n be decreased, thereby-, ,
= i .

. ,

offering the,-opportunity.4c.o incremental increase cbmrditment t9,

the tnnovatiOn or even return -to a sta us quo with 'little

difficulty and.less financial risk.

Telecommunications allows for the bridging of the many

(

/hierarcharical levels in a humane service deliVery agency, and

,.
..,

'. -20
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therein' -lies the seeds of many barrj.erS to adoptiont%ridgi g

. f.

Page '16

4
.tlege' levels often alters.,:the manner in which services' are`

0 livered, rather than the tools used to deliver these servIces.
,

We' t9ols are ,more readily accepted than are new practices.,

Th Y the physician will adOpt a new drug ra4ker. quickly, but

4 will. have great difficulty delivering services on a tworway

comm unication channel with the ,assistance of a para-medic or

.

nurse. Moreover, increased communications are sometimes viewed

as threatening, in that it implies peer review, e.g., a doctor,
. ,

watching another- examining a patiekti or reduces the autonomy of

the, Practitioner,

.

This
4 N
compatibilfty prpblem may e overcome by .

/

orienting practitioners ,to .a "new" set of reward's; which would

N , encourage the 1.1e of telecommunications. "In order for

individuals to sustain their interaction _in a meaningful and

effecLe way; they must feel that their demeanor'-- that which
.

.

they value about the self -- is -___going___-_to---b-e-p-r-cyteate-d- ,

. - *

4---"- enhanced by,thS4e .interaction" (qoffman,.1456)..

4

-''At prsent, the delivery of telemedicine services is

hindered by billing and payment diffiCulties. Payment procedures

do not provildei4or 'the tele-service alternativeS, -on1.1', the

tradional'in-office or in home visit -by --auphlisician are allowed.

But the trend towafds universal health service insuranceand

national health programs -- will very likely .reoquire the cost
1

savings that telecommuni ations can offer, which will overcome

these accounting barriers.

21
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'Regulation 'can be a significant barrier to adoption%

There is a trend towards less regulatioh in all 'aspects, of

rAmericari and the degree to which this regulation is

-decr,eased will reduce the operational constraints o n the

adoption , of new communications services that may be

impOsed by goVerdenta agencies. In' short, one 'might look

'forwa-rd leSs red tape overcoming what today is a

significant barrier to adoption.

Still, another bariier is the cotplexity of

telecommunications techriology. By complexity, it is meant the

extent to which the operation of the technology, its

maintenance, and its cost appears out of line with that t\he

user's expectations of a new tool. This complexity is in large

. measure the conseqUente cif the' demand for- specialized, often

one. of a kind, applications. As long as the technology_ Lends=
itself solely, to -on--of-a-kindapplications, this barrier win__ --

.persist. But as commercial applications of innovative

communications services grow, as network or distributed

information continue.to.replace the often expensive and complex

stand alone syStems, , one can look forward to a .reduction
-

of costs and, indeed, of complexity.

,Furthermore, in minds of many, 'these complex

systems will soon appear less so. Consumers will be increasingly

aware of innovative cOmmulLication tehnofogfes as they play video

games, purchase pay TV .movies over the cable, do their banking

and purchasing remotely via electronic funds transfer terminal

22
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attached to their tele0ones and. utilize micrOprocessorsin their

homes. The consumer who may be a manager of.a human services

.deliery operation, a staff member or a client, will ,become

more aware- of the computer,Oommunications technologies

ana, consequently, will be less likely to raise attitudinal

barriers towards these technologies in their Oork.

A
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